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VIM components include tables, podia, 

wagons and boards. Easily stored and 

moved, these components can be arranged 

to suit any communication venue.

Experience VIM, designed for effective 

communication exchanges and efficient 

space utilization.

Conference System  /  Conference table
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The casters are a blend of 

tenacious nylon and smooth 

urethane to provide the best of 

both worlds. 

The modesty panel is made of high-

grade ABS, lightening the table and 

offering an un-restrained feel.
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Tug lightly on the lock handle and 

the gas spring will gently lift the 

tabletop.

A connecting device on the 

underside of the tabletop will 

secure adjoining tables.

Connected to the post are two legs that spread apart in a V shape to prop 

up the tables when stacked upright. Thus, the table design is functionally 

efficient as well as simple and aesthetically appealing.

The classy podium along with the mobile wagon for holding various training 

aids will boost munication effectiveness. The podium is mounted on casters 

for better mobility, and supports are attached to the base to keep the 

podium from moving while in use.

All boards are magnetized and can 

be used to post various items 

during meet ings or presentations.

Special connectors are used to link 

the boards on either side.

The triple-shelf wagon is a handy 

way to organize and move various 

training aids such as a projector.

The acrylic modesty panel on the 

podium front is curved for a softer, 

more elegant look.
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Layout

Innovate your communication space VIM

   VIM components include tables, chairs, podia, wagons and    

   boards. Easily stored and moved, these components can be 

   arranged to suit any communication venue. Experience VIM,    

   designed for effective communication exchanges and 

   efficient space utilization.

Space Interaction

   Diverse communication activities-meetings,    

   presentations, training,  group discussions-can occur 

   unexpectedly or irregularly. Rapid,  flexiblereconfiguration 

   of one space is more economical than having 

   multiple spaces designated for separate purposes.

Information Interaction

   The importance of intra-organizational communication 

   continues to grow as corporations become more specialized 

   and decentralized. Data exchanges among individuals 

   and work teams create significant information needed 

   to growth company as a whole.
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Table & Wagon

Item List

V
IM

VB 881VW 883 884ABE 885

Board

Pin board

WH

White - 
board

TS

Coat rack

Folding table
CRN5007M 720    565    730 1190 
 29"    23"    29"47"

Pin board 
(Self supporting type)

CRN529F 1200    650120    1900 
 48"    26"45/8"    75"

Pin board  
(Connecting type)

CRN5109C 1000    40    1900 
 40"    11/2"    75"

Podium
CRN505T 540565    485    1100 1160 
 22"23"    21"    40"43"

Wagon
CRN505W 540560    520    1005 1080 
 22"22"    21"    40"43"

White board
CRN519B 1100    650120    1900 
 44"    26"45/8"    75"

Coat rack
CRN529H 1200    650120    1900 
 48"    26"45/8"    75"


